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Raised pavement markers have been installed on approximately 1,500 miles of highways during the
past five years. Installations have included supplements to lanelines and edgelines, replacement of lanelines
with raised markers, and in gore area delineation. In addition, use of markers as a traffic control measure
at lane drops (Research Report No. 384) was the subject of a study in which the effectiveness of reducing
erratic movements was shown. Another study (Report No. 425) dealt with the operational applicability
of raised markers and their effectiveness with respect to brightness "'1d durability.
This study, to evaluate raised markers at high-hazard locations, was conducted in cooperation with
the Federal Highway Administration in accordance with Basic Agreement DOT-FH-11-9279 (copy included
in the Appendix). A series of horizontal curves on US 68 in Mercer County and a narrow bridge over the
Kentucky River on KY 627 , near Boonesboro, were the sites of the instalhitions. Visual observations,
speed data, encroachment data, and accident data were used to evaluate effectiveness. Because pressure
sensitive, markers failed to adhere to the pavement and because of snowplow damage, five installations
were made at the two sites between October 1977 and August 1978. Considerable emphasis was placed on
documentation of the markers during various light and weather conditions.
Results provided sufficient data to support recommendations for delineation at similar sites on the
rural, two-lane and four-lane systems. Details pertaining to the number and spacing of markers required at
hazardous curves under various geometric conditions and at narrow bridges with varying accident potential
are presented in the report. Results from this study may be implemented by the Division of Traffic.
Inasmuch as considerable damage may be expected from snowplows, plow-resistant markers would be
needed in the program.
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INTRODUCTION

.

.,

Raised pavement markers have become a fairly
common delineation treatment in recent years and
especially so in the states outside the 11snowbelt."
Some of the border states, such ·as Kentucky, have
placed a significant number of the markers on several
sections of highways. Raised markers have been in·
stalled on approximately 1,500 miles (2,400 km) of
roadway during the past five years. Installations in
Kentucky have included supplements to lanelines
and edgelines, replacement of lanelines with raised
markers, and gore area delineation. In addition, use
of mark�rs as a traffic control measure at lane drops
was th� subject of a Division of Research study in
which their effectiveness in reducing erratic movements
was shown (1). Installations were also shown to be rela
tively inexpensive. Another study by the Division of
Research dealt with the operational applicability of
raised pavement markers and their. effectiveness
with respect to brightness and durability (2). Seven
types of markers were evaluated; the primary appli·
cation was as a supplement to lanelines. They were
also used as a traffic control measure at lane drops, as
delineation for hazardous curves, and as directional
arrows.
With widespread public approval of raised pave·
men! markers has come the desire to delineate all
roads in this manner. Installations in Kentucky have
generally been limited to four-lane highways. Other
states have made extensive installations of raised
pavement markers on both two-lane and four-lane
highways. The Florida Department of Transportation
has recently reported that they intend to install
markers throughout the state at 40-foot (12.2-m)
spacings on centerlines (3). Damage resulting from
snowplows and installation cost have prevented more
widespread use of raised markers in Kentucky. Aa
experimental installation of snowplowable markers on
the Thornhill Bypass in Frankfort is Kentucky's first
application of that type. They will provide data toward
the economic feasibility of future installations.

Even though a large number of potentially
hazardous locations exist on the rural, two�lane roads,
Kentucky has not developed guidelines for using these
markers in those situations; that, of course, is the
purpose of this study. Included in the APPENDIX is a
copy of the contract with the Federal Highway
Administration and also a copy fo the Statement of
Work for the study.
In a forthcoming report, methods of delineating
hazardous stop approaches will be evolved {4). Raised
pavement markers were oqe of the delineation devices
used. Recommend8.tions concerning improvement in
delineating that type of hazardous location will be in·
eluded there.

SITE SELECTION

A survey of hazardous locations was made. Sharp
curves and narrow bridges were considered to be the
most likely locations where visibility under adverse
weather conditions could be improved by installation
of raised markers. After a thorough survey of many
high-hazard locations, several were rejected because of
their distance from Lexington, and others were
dismissed because various types of improvements were
planned at the sites in the near future. Through process
of elimination, two sites were selected for trial
installation of raised pavement markers: (!) a series of
horizontal curves between Milepost 13.0 and 14.2 on
US 68 in Mercer County (near Pleasant Hill) and (2) a
narrow bridge over the Kentucky River on KY 627 at
the Clark County-Madison County line (near
Boonesboro). During a period of three years .preceedi ng
the installation, there were ten accidents at the Mercer
County site and nine at tl1e Boonesboro site. The
Mercer County site is shown in Figures 1 and 2, and an
aerial photograph is presented in Figure 3. Approaches
to the narrow bridge at Boonesboro are shown in
Figures 4 through 7, and an aerial photograph is
presented in Figure 8.

Figure 1.

Mercer County Site before Installation of Raised Pavement Markers (Eastbound).

Figure 2.
2

Another View Mercer County Site before Installation of Raised Pavement Markers
(Eastbound).

Figure

3.

Aerial Photograph of Mercer County Site.
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Figure 4.

Boonesboro Site before Installation (Southbound Approach).

Figure 5. · Boonesboro Site before Installation {Southbound Approach at Bridge).
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Figure 6.

Boonesboro Site before Installation (Northbound Approach).

.�

Figure 7.

Boonesboro Site before Installation (Northbound Approach at Bridge).
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Figure 8.
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Aerial Photograph of Boonesboro Site.

INSTALLATION

The first installations were made in October of
1977. The Stimsonite Model 88-SS, pressure-sensitive
marker was used at both sites (marker at left in Figure
9). The first installations in Mercer County included
40-foot ( 12.2 m) spacing of both edgeline and center
line throughout the section. At the narrow bridge site
near Boonesboro, markers were placed at decreasing
spacings closer to the bridge. The patterns were slightly
different for the Clark and Madison County sites.
Since the pressure-sensitive markers only lasted
a few months, primarily due to lack of adhesion
to the pavement, it was necessary to replace the
markers at both sites in the summer of 1978 with
epoxy-type, Stimsonite, raised markers (at right in
Figure 9). On June 22, 1978, 77 sets of markers were
installed at SO-foot (24.4-m) spacings on the 1.2-mile
( 1.9-km) section in Mercer County. After determining
that the 80-foot (24.4-m) spacing was not sufficient
for the sharp curve sections, additional markers were
installed on August 24, 1978. Single markers were
installed on each edgeline, and a set of markers on the
centerline at 80-foot (24.4-m) spacings over 1,200 feet

Figure 9.

(366 m) at the north end of the section, at 40-foot
(12.2-m) spacings over '2,720 feet (829 m) in the
middle section with sharp curves, and at 80-foot
(24.4-m) spacings over 2,160 feet (658 m) at the south
end. A summary of the number of markers, various
spacings, and installation costs is presented in Table 1.
A second installation at Boonesboro was also
necessary because of the loss of markers due to lack of
adhesion to the pavement. Epoxy-type Stimsonite
markers were installed on August 7, 1978. Details of
the number of markers and patterns of placement for
this installation are also presented in Table 1. The
patterns used in August 1978 resulted in
approximately half tl1e number of markers being used
compared to the installation in October 1977.
A total of five separate installations were made
between October 1977 and August 1978. At the
Mercer County site, three installations were made
using 1,056 markers at a cost of $2,554.41. At the
Boonesboro site, two installations were made using 761
markers at a cost of $ 1 ,828.13. The costs cited here
include all expenses associated with the various
installations. The average cost was $2.41 per marker.

Stimsonite Raised Pavement Markers Used in This Study (Pressnre-Sensitive Type on
Left and Epoxy Type on Right).
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PATTERNS OF INSTALLATION AND COSTS
LOCATION

us

DATE

PATTERN OF INSTALLATION

NUMBER

TYPE OF

INSTALLATION

INSTALLED

MARKER

COSTS

68

Mercer Co.

10-28-77

153 sets of 4 markers (one on

612

each edgeline and two on centerline)

Stimsonite

$1288

Model 88-SS

at 40-foot spacing

us

68

Mercer Co.

6-28-78

77 sets of 2 markers on centerline

154

us

Stimsonite

$ 507

Model 88

at 80-foot spacing
68

Mercer Co.

8-24-78

Additional raised pavement markers were

290

installed throughout the section to comprise

Stimsonite

$ 759

Model 88

the following patterns:

IS

sets of 4 at SO-foot spacings

68 sets of 4 at 40-foot spacin·gs
27 sets of 4 at 80-foot spacings

KY

627

Boonesboro

10-19-77

South Approach:

200 feet at 10-foot spacings

503

400 feet at 20-foot spacings

Stimsonite
Model 88-SS

$1126

Stimsonite

$ 702

400 feet at 40-fool spacings
Bridge:

10-foot spacings on concrete
20-foot spacings on metal

North Approach:

160 feet at 10-foot spacings
520 feet at 20-foot spacings

KY

320 feet at 40-foot spacings

627

Boonesboro

8-7-78

South Approach:

200 feet at 20-foot spacings
400 feet at 40-foot spacings

258

Model 88

400 feet at 80-foot spacings
Bridge:
North Approach:

20-foot spacings
160 feet at 20-foot spacings
520 feet at 40-foot spacings
320 feet at 80-fool spacings

DATA COLLECTION

RESULTS

Data collection consisted of spot-speed measure
ments and observations of lane encroachments. Spot
speed data were taken at both sites on several occasions
with radar meters. At the Mercer County site, speed
data were collected at two sites from an automobile
positioned near two series of �-shaped curves. At the
Boonesboro site, speed data were collected at both
approaches to the narrow bridge. Lane encroachment
data were collected before and after installation of the
markers in 1977 and 1978. Encroachments were
divided into three categories: mild, moderate, and
severe. A mild encroachmer:It was defined as the
situation in which less than one-fourth of the vehicie
crossed over the centerline. The degree of encroach
ment was considered moderate when 1/4 to 3/4 of
the vehicle crossed over the centerline and severe when
more than 3/4 of the vehicle crossed over the center
line.

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
The primary means of judging the effectiveness
of the raised pavement markers was by visual exami
nation. Both daytime and nighttime photographs were
taken to document the observations. The daytime, be
fore photographs and aerial photographs were shown
previously (Figures I through 8). 'The sharp curve site
in Mercer County consistt>d of a series of curves
approximately 1.2 miles (1.9 km) in length. A night
time photograph of one section of the ,hazardous
curve was taken before installation of the markers
(Figure 10). The photograph illustrates the observation
that additional markers would be of benefit. The intital
installation involved placing two amber markers on the
centerline and one silver-white marker on each edgeline
at a spacing of 40 feet (12.2 m). Nighttime photo
graphs of this pattern are shown in Figures I I and 12.
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As noted earlier, the markers remained in place only

installation are shown in Figures 15 and 16. These

a few months. The next installation consisted of

photographs

spacing of 80 feet (24.4 m). No markers were placed

Another alternative investigated was the placement of

Installation are shown tn Figures 13 and 14. Additional

(12.2-m) spactng with no markers on the edgeline.

placing two amber markers on the centerline at a
on

the

edgeline.

Nightthne

photographs

of

this

markers were then added to make the installation

almost identical to the initial installation. The only
change was placement of the markers at a spactng of

80 feet (24.4 m) for a short section in advance of the
start of the curves. Initially, all the markers were

placed at a 40-foot (12.2-m) spacing. Photographs
showtng rainy, nightthne

conditions following this

delineation

show

the

provided

dramatic

during

improvement

inclement

in

weather.

two amber markers on the centerline at a 40-foot

Photographs of this alternative are given in Figures 17

and 18. Daythne observations were also conducted
after eacq installation. Daytime photographs of the

hazardous curve site after installation of the markers
at a 40-foot (12-m) spacing on the centerline and edge
line are shown in Figures 19 and 20.

Figure 10. Nighttime Photograph of Mercer County Site before Installation.
,.
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Figure 11. Nighttime Photograph of Mercer County Site after First Installation (Two Amber
Markers on Centerline and One Crystal Marker on each Edgeline at 40-Foot (12.2-m)
Spacings).

Figure 12. Another View of First Installation in Mercer County.
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Figure 13. Nighttime Photograph of Mercer County Site after Second Installation (Two Amber
Markers on Centerline at 80-Foot (24.4-m) Spacings).

.,

,,

Figure 14. Another View of Second Installation in Mercer County.

ll

Figure IS. Rainy, Nighttime Conditions at Mercer County Site (40-Foot (12.2-m) Spacing of
Markers on Centerline and Edgelines).
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Figure 16. Another View during Rainy, Nighttime Conditions at Mercer County Site.

Figure 17. Nighttime Photograph of Mercer County Site (Two Amber Markers on Centerline at
40-Foot (12.2-m) Spacings).

'

Figure 18. Another View of Mercer County Site with Only Centerline Markers.
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Figure 19. Daytime View of Mercer County Site after Installation of Markers.
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Figure 20. Another Daytime View of Mercer County Site after Installation of Markers.

Based on the visual observations, several con�

delineation at sharp curves. The best spacing consisted

elusions were reached. First, it seemed apparent that

of placing two amber markers on the centerline at a

markers placed at 80-foot (24.4-rn) centers on the

40-foot (12.2-m) spacing. An alternative to this design

centerline and no markers on the edgeline did not

would be to place one marker between the paint stripes

provide sufficient delineation (Figures 13 and 14).
At some points on the sharpest curves, only one or

photograph of a curve with one amber marker placed

two sets of markers were visible.

on the centerline at a 40-foot (12.2-m) spacing is

It also seemed

instead of two markers on the outside of each stripe. A

apparent that two amber markers placed on the center

shown in Figure 21. Placing only one marker has

line and a silver-white marker placed on each edgeline

certain

at a spacing of 40 feet (12.2 m) provided more

running over the markers, which warns the driver that

delineation than was necessary (Figures II and 12).

he is encroaching on the opposing lane, would

The

markers

duced if only one marker was used. Also, using two

appeared confusing at some of the sharp curves. Two

markers provides a safeguard in case one of the markers

amber markers on the centerline as shown in Figures

is damaged or lost. It should also be noted that the

mixture

of

centerline

and

edgeline

disadvantages. The rumble effect caused by

be re

17 and 18 provided the best delineation. Another

amber lens is less bright than silver-white lens. For a

problem

sharp curve on a four-lane highway, using one silver

with

using

both

centerline

and edgeline

markers was the reduction in the effective lane width.

white marker placed at a 40-foot (12.2-m) spacing on

The test site had a width of approximately 20 feet

the laneline would be adequate. For two-lane highways

(6.1 m). When markers were placed on the centerline

where

and edgeline, the effective lane width was only about 8

inspections at the study location indicated that two

amber

centerline

markets

are· used,

visual

feet (2.4 m). The daytime photographs showed that

markers are needed to provide adequate delination

the markers provided only a very small improvement in

for

delineation

location had curves with degrees of curvature in excess

during

the day. However, the rumble

locations

with

very

sharp

curves. The study

effect caused by running over the markers served to

of 20 degrees. However, due to economic consider

alert

ations, using one marker at a 40-foot (12.2-m) spacing

the

driver that he was encroaching on the

opposing lane.
Based

on

should be adequate at other locations. The degree of
visual

observations,

the

general

conclusion was reached that raised pavement markers
provide

a

significant

improvement

in

nighttime

curvature at which two markers is necessary was
determined based on a table giving the maximum

degree of curve for a given design speed (5).

..

Figure 21. Nighttime Photograph of Mercer County Sit e
Centerline at 40-Foot (12.2-m) Spacings.

with

One Amber Marker Placed on

the
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The Boonesboro site was a narrow bridge; both
approaches were on curves. Also, the southbound
approach was on a steep grade (Figure 4). Nighttime
photographs taken before installation of the raised
pavement markers show that diagonally-striped post
delineators had been added on the curved section on

the southbound approach (Figures 22 and 23). The
need for additional delineation was clearly shown on
the northbound approach (Figures 24 and 25). Two
installations were made. In both cases, the markers
started 1,000 feet (305 m) in advance of the bridge.

Figure 23.

Figure 22.
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Nighttime Photograph of Boones
bora Site before Installation of
Markers (Southbound Approach).

Nighttime Photograph of Boones
bora Site before Installation of
Markers (Southbound Approach at
Bridge).

Figure 24.

Nighttime Photograph of Boones·
boro Site before Installation of
Markers (Northbound Approach at
Bridge).

·r

'·

Figure 25.

Nighttime Photograph of Boones
bora Site before Installation of
· Markers (Northbound Approach at
Bridge).
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For the nmthhound

approacl1, the initial installation

consisted of markers on the centerline and edgelincs at
a decreasing spacing toward the bridge (Figures 26 and

27).

The spacing started at 40 feet (12.2 m), then de

creased

to 20 feet (6.1 m) and finally 10 feet (3 m).

In the second installation, the spacings were 80 feet
(24.4 m). 40 feet (12.2

m), and 20 feet (6.1 m) as

shown in Figure 28 and 29. Visual inspections showed
that

the

increased

spacings

provided

adequate

delineation. On the southbound approach, the marker
spacings in the intital installation were 20 feet (6.1 m)
and 40 feet (12.2

rn) (Figures 30 and 31). The spacings

were increased to 40 feet (12.2

m) and 80 feet

(24.4 m) in the second installation (Figures 32 and 33).
Again, the larger spacings seemed to give adequate
delineation.

Daytime observations after installation

again showed that raised pavement markers provide
only

small

improvement

in

daytime

delineation.

However, photographs taken during rainy, daytime
conditions,

when the weather conditions made it

appear similar to dawn or dusk, showed that the
markers did provide added delineation (Figures 34 and
35).

One question concerning the marker pattern

would be whether markers were needed on both the
edgeline and centerline. Since a primary objective of
the markers in advance of a narrow bridge was to
delineate the decrease in pavement width, the markers
were obviously needed on the edgeline. However, the
problem with head-on accidents on narrow bridges on
two-lane highways could be worsened if additional
delineation were provided only on the edgelines. There
fore, it would seem that markers should also be placed
on the centerline.
The spacing of the markers on the approach
would depend on the accident potential of the specific

18

bridge. At bridges having a particularly high potential
for accidents, such as the study location which had
curved

approaches,

the

optlinum

spacing

of

the

markers might vary from 80 feet (24.4 m) farthest
from the bridge down to 20 feet (6.1 m) nearest tlie
bridge. However, as a general rule, it appears that
decreasing the spacing from 80 feet (24.4 m) to 40
feet (12.2 m) would be adequate.
SPEEDS
Results from speed studies are given in Table
2. The data showed that the average speeds before
and after installations of the markers were very similar
at both sites. The small differences were found to be
statistically insignificant at the 0.95 level. The markers
caused some drivers to reduce speeds. However, the
improved

visibility ·would allow

some

drivers to

increase speed. These two effects seemed to cancel
each other, and the result was not significant change in
average speed.
Different results were obtained when the 85th
percentile speeds were compared. This is the speed
below which 85 percent of all vehicles travel, and
above which 15

percent travel.

This speed better

describes the percentage of drivers travelling at higher
speeds. There were no statistically significant differ
ences in the daytime speeds for tlie before and after
periods. However, statistically significant reductions
in the nighttline speeds were found at both test sites.
This finding shows that the markers did reduce the
number

of

high-speed

drivers

during

nighttime

conditions. These high-speed drivers would have the
highest accident potentiaL

Figure 26.

Figure 27.

Nighttime Photograph of Boones
boro Site after First Installation
(Northbound Approach).

Nighttime Photograph of Boones
boro Site after First Installation
(Northbound Approach at Bridge).
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Figure 28. Nighttime Photograph of Boonesboro Site after Second Installation (Northbound
Approach).

Figure 29. Nighttime Photograph of Boonesboro Site after Second Installation (Northbound
Approach at Bridge).
20

Figure 30. Nighttime Photograph of Boonesboro Site after First Installation (Southbound
Approach).

Figure 3!.

Nighttime Photograph of Boones·
boro Site after First Installation
(Southbound Approach )
.
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Figure 32. Nighttime Photograph of Boonesboro Site after Second Installation (Southbound
Approach).

Figure 33. Nighttime Photograph of Boonesboro Site after Second Installation (Southbound
Approach at Bridge).
22

Figure 34. Rainy, Daytime (Dawn) Conditions at Boonesboro Site after Second InstaBation
(Southbound Approach).

1;,

Figure 35. Rainy, Daytime (Dawn) Conditions at Boonesboro Site after Second lnstaBation
(Southbound on Bridge).
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TABLE 2

SPEEDS BEFORE AND AFTER INSTALLATION OF RAISED, PAVEMENT MARKERS
Average Speed (mph) (m/s)

Hazardous Curve

Day

Night

ENCROACHMENTS
Vehicle

encroachments,

After

34.0 {15.2)
33.4 (14.9)

38.4 {17.2)

34.0 {!5.2)

35.3 {15.7)

40.4 {18.1)

32.0 {14.3)

Night

Before

34.7 (15.5)
32.8 {14.7)

Day

Narrow Bridge

After

Before

Time

Site

85th Percentile Speed (mph) {m/s)

classified.

as

mild,

moderate, or severe, were collected before and after

installation of the markers. Observations were made

32.4 {14.5)

39.4 {17.6)

36.8 {16.4)

39.5 {17.7)

37.2 {16.6)
39.2 {17.5)

35.5 (15.9)

At the narrow bridge site, there were no severe

encroachments.

After

installation,

the

moderate

encroachment rate dropped slightly in the day. There

was a dramatic decrease in the moderate encroachment

at two curves on the section of sharp curves and at the

rate at nighttime. In the after period, there was a large

data refer to encroachment over the centerline. A

felt that this was due to the fact that mild encroach

curves at both approaches to the narrow bridge. The

summary of the encroachment rates at both sites is

presented in Table 3 .

At the sharp curve site, the moderate and severe

encroachment rate was reduced by about one-half in

both daytime and nighttiille. The percent reduction

was slightly higher at nighttime. The moderate and

increase in the mild encroachment rate. The observers

ments were more easily determined in the after period
because of the noise made when striking the markers
on

the

centerline.

These

minor

encroachments

probably occurred in the before period but were not

noted. The moderate and severe encroachments are the

types which need to be prevented, and their rates were

severe encroachment rates were higher at nighttime.

reduced substantially. Evidently, the rumble effect

in the before and after periods.

into the opposing lane.

The mild encroachment rate was almost identical

of the markers alerted drivers that they were-crossing

TABLE 3

ENCROACHMENT RATES BEFORE AND AFTER INSTALLATION OF RAISED, PAVEMENT MARKERS

(Encroachment Rate {Encroachments/ I00 Vehicles)
Site

Hazardous Curve

Time

Day

Night

Day
Narrow Bridge

24

Night

Before
After

Before

After

Mild

Moderate

Severe

29

5.1

3.8

30

2.7

1.9

27

9.2

4.6

28

4.0

2.2

1.8

0

BeJore

23

After

33

18

4.4

1.6

0

After

37

1.0

0

Before

0

ACCIDENT

ANALYSIS

Both study location had been identified pre

viously as high accident locations under Kentucky's

High-Accident Spot-Improvement Program. An investi
gation of the accident history of the sharp curve

section showed that ten accidents had occurred in a
three-year

markers.

period

All

preceding

installation

of

the

but one of those accidents directly

involved the sharp curvature. Six accidents were single

vehicles running off the road after failing to negotiate

of the accidents would be expected to occur on wet

pavements

(6, 7).

in Figure

36,

Nine of the ten accidents occurred

at the curves on the west end of the section. As shown

viewing from a westbound direction,

there is a series of very sharp curves on a downhill

grade at this location.

Six

of the nine accidents

involved a westbound vehicle being at fault. Speed

ing, followed by driver inattention and alcohol invovle
ment were listed as the contributing factors to the

accidents.' In

the

one-year

period

after

the curve. The remaining three related accidents were

installation

crossed into the opposing lane (on the curve). Several

occurred at the same location as almost

two-vehicle accidents which resulted when one vehicle

of the accidents involved injuries, and the overall
severity index of the accidents was high

(3.45) (6).

accident

of

the

markers,

occurred at

only

initial

one non-injury

this location. That accident

all of the

previous accidents, and it was during daylight hours
on

a

wet

pavement,

and

speeding

and

driver

The _high severity was typical of single-vehicle accidents

inattention were listed as the contributing factors.

at dusk. The expected percentage during darkness

Figure

(6).

Three of the accidents were at night while one was

would be about

30

percent

(6).

An extremely high

number of the accidents (eight) occurred during wet
pavement

conditions.

Also,

three

of

the

four

non-daytime accidents occurred during wet-pavement

conditions. Normally, slightly more than

20

percent

A nighttime photograph of the location was shown in

17.

The

photograph

shows

the

·

increased

delineation provided by installation of the markers

at the previously recommended spacing. It should be

noted that the initial installation had tp be replaced,
and for a period of about four months, there were no
markers on the pavement.

Fignre 36. Series of Sharp Curves at the Mercer County Site Where Most Accidents Occurred
(Westbound Direction).
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At

the

narrow

bridge

site,

nine

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

accidents

involving the bridge and its approach occurred during
the three-year period preceding the installation. This

1.

Visual observations before installation of

site was termed hazardous because of the reduction in

the raised pavement markers confirmed that additional

roadway width at the bridge and the curved approaches

delineation would be beneficial.

to the bridge. Both of these factors contributed to the
accidents. The southbound approach has a steep grade

2.

At the sharp curve site, markers placed at

80-foot (24.4-m) centers on the centerline and no

which contributed to the problem. Also, an unusually

markers on the edgeline did not provide sufficient

high number of large trucks travel this road, which

delineation. Two amber markers placed on the center

further aggrevates the problem associated with the

line and a silver-white marker placed on each edgeline

narrow bridge. Four of the nine accidents occurred at

at

nighttime. Three of the accidents involved a wet pave�

delineation than was necessary. The mixture of center

ment. None of the accidents occurred during wet,

line and edgeline markings appeared confusing at some

a spacing of 40 feet (12.2 m) provided more

nighttime conditions. Six of the nine accidents were

of the sharp curves. The best delineation consisted of

related to the southbound approach. There was one

markers placed on the centerline at 40-foot (12.2-m)

fatal accident, but the overall severity of the accidents

centers. For two-lane highways where amber centerline

was not

high

index of 2.22).

The fatal

markers are used, visual observations indicate that two

accident

involved a northbound vehicle

failing to

markers are needed to provide adequate delineation for

negotiate the approach curve. Speeding was listed as

locations with very sharp curves. Using one marker at

the

the 40-foot (12.2-m) spacing should be adequate at

major

(severity

factor,

followed by driver inattention.

Six of the accidents occurred on the bridge while the

other locations. On a four-lane highway, one silver

remaining three occurred on the curved approach. Four

white marker placed at a 40-foot (12.2-m) spacing on

of the six accidents on the bridge involved large trucks.

the laneline would be adequate.

There were two 1_1-on�injury accidents in the one-year
period following

installation of the markers. Both

3.

At the narrow bridge site, the markers were

placed at a decreasing spacing nearer the bridge. A

were on the southbound approach and involved large

spacing of from 80 feet (24.4 m) down to 40 feet (12.2

trucks. One accident involved brake failure on the

m) was found to be adequate unless the bridge had a

steep downgrade and resulted in a rear-end accident at

particularly high potential for accidents where the

the entrance to the bridge. The other involved a

spacing should decrease to 20

rear-end accident during extremely heavy fog. Both of

were found to be needed in advance of the bridge on

·

feet

(6.1

m). Markers

these accidents were unusual and may not be related to

the edgeline to delineate the decrease in pavement

the bridge. A number of delineation improvements

width and on the centerline to minimize the risk of

were

head-on accidents.

completed

about

one

year

before

initial

installation of th� ma�·kers. They wer� made on the

4.

The markers provide only a very small

southbound approach and corresponded to the opening

improvement in delineation during the day. However,

of the three-lane section on the steep grade approach

the war�ing provided by the rumble effect would still

to the bridge. The improvements involved a flashing

be evident during the daytime.

beacon,

an

oversized

"Narrow

Bridge"

sign,

and

5.

Observations

delineation provided by the raised pavement maikers

the initial marker installation had to be replaced; and,

during inclement weather. Observations during rainy

during the five-month period, there were no markers

daytime when the weather conditions made it appear

pavement.

One

of

the

"after"

accidents

dramatic

nightthne

improvements may affect the accident reduction. Also,

the

the

rainy,

conditions

on

showed

during

diagonally-striped post delineators on the bridge. These

improvement

in

similar to dawn or dusk showed that the markers did
provide added delineation.

occurred during this time period.
The limited accident data and the short after
period in which the markers were in place does not

6.

The average speeds did not change signifi-

cantly after installation

of the .markers. HoweVer,

the

statistically significant reductions ii-I the nighttime,

effectiveness of the markers in reducing accidents.

85th-percentile speeds were found at both test sites.

allow

for

a

complete

statistical

analysis

on

However, the overall reduction in accidents indica-tes
that the markers had a positive influence.
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7.

Moderate and severe encroachements over

bridge. The spacing would depend on the accident

the centerline were reduced sienificantly after install

potential of the specific bridge site. At bridges with a

ation of the markers. The rumble effect of the markers
alerted

drivers

P

op osing

that

lane.

they

were

Encroachment

crossing

rates

into

were

particularly high accident potential, the spacing of the

the

markers should vary from 80 feet (24.4 m) farthest

reduced

from the bridge down to 20 feet (6.1 m) nearest the

during both daytime and nighttime conditions, but the

bridge. However, as a general mle, decreasing the

largest overall reduction occurred at nighttime.
8.

spacing from 80 feet (24.4 m) to 40 feet (12.2 m)

The limited accident data during the short

may be adequte. The markers should be placed on each

after period did not allow for a complete statistical

edgeline, and one marker should be placed on the

analysis of the effectiveness of the markers in reducing

centerline at each spacing. At

accidents. However, the overall reduction in accidents
in the after period indicated that the markers had a

bridge. Normally, the first 400 feet (122 m) of road

positive influence.
9.

would be marked at SO-foot (24.4-m) spacing and

The self-adhesive type of raised pavement

the final 600 feet (183 m) would be at a 40-foot

marker remained in place for only a short period of

(12.2-m)

time. Their use should be limited to roadways with

raised

D.amage from snowplows to the type of

pavement

marke-rs

used

may

make

them

impractical for delineation of narrow bridges and sharp
curves in rural areas. Therefore, the feasibility of using
snowplowable markers for rural, two-lane and four-lane

spacing.

On the bridge, only the single

centerline marker placed at a 40-foot (12.2-m) spacing

very smooth surfaces.
10.

all sites, the markers

should begin 1,000 feet (305 m) in advance of the

should
·

be

used.

At

bridge

sites

considered

as

high-hazard locations, a 20-foot (6.1-m) spacing should
be used on the edgelines for the fmal 200-foot (61-m)
section

in

advance

of the bridge. The centerline

markings should remain the same.

highways should be considered.
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STATEMENT OF WORK
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COfi/·IONI•iEAL'l'fl

OF KEN'I iiCKY

DEPIIRT.'IEN'l' OF THIINSPOf!J'Nl'ION
BASIC

AGRCEt•IEN'l' DOT-FII-Ll-9279
TASK ORDER NO. T�O

T•1e Kentucky Department of Transportation
Task

is hereby a ssigned

Order N o . Two under Basic A greement DOT-FH-ll-9279.

The

requirements of the Task Order are as fo llows:
l.

TITLE

AND STATEMENT OF

''Raised Pavement

Markers

attached for Statement of
2.

WORK

at High Hazard Locations.''

S e e the

Work.

R EPORTS

Reporting

requirements

attached.

3.

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

A ll

work and services required hereunder shall be completed on or

before De cember 31,

1978.

4.

C'-.ISIDERATION AND PAYMENT

The

cost of this Task Order shall be in the cost-reimbursement

amount of sixteen thousand dollars
The

($16,000).

appropriation number is 942-42-22-lF-3li3-7240-7-2582.

Requests for payment under this Task Order are to be su bmitted
to the Federal
Procurement,
5.

Highway

HCP-30,

Administratio11,

Washington,

CONTR ACTING ·OFFICER'S

The contract manager

D.C.

Office

of Contracts and

20590.

TECHNICAL R EPR ESENTATIVE

for this •rask Order is r•lr.

W. N i essner, Office of Development,
Administration.

Charles

Federal flighway

CO!·I�IONI' I EALTH OF KENTUCKY

U.S.

DEPARTHE

FEDEEIIL 8/PGH\vAY 1\DiHNISTRA'l'ION

:

J7 F » ANS OJb?"ff iON

BY:

��£..1�
/-�

Calvin G. Grayson

•-l

TITLE:

DATE:

Secretary

e;(/tl_ £�::....�+ �· c,.:!J_·

.,

�

)

G.

\V.

Bolyal"d,

Negotiator,

TITLE:

7/zr;; b7
;

By:

DEPARTHENT OF TRANSPOHTATION

:_,c
·

Sr ..

7.'
.--;--:---:-c-

Cont'ract

Services

Procurement Division,

OC&P

DATE:
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Statement of Hork
Use of Raised Pavement t1arkers
at Hazardous Locations

Introduction
Numerous potentially hazardous lncations exist on our highway system
particularly at night under adverse \·leather conditions.

On the rura 1

t11o-lane roads these locations include sharp horizontal curves,
combinations of horizontal and vertical curves, unexpected T-type
intersections and narrow bridges.

Hhereas gore areas and lane drops

present potential hazards on the Interstate and freew�y systems.

The

use of raised reflectorized pavement markers in conjunction with edge-

1 ine and centerline stripinq �10uld greatly enhance the delineation of
these locations and improve the overall safety.

Contract Objective
To evaluate the use of raised reflective pavement markers at hazardous
locations as a means of providing improved roadway delineation and added
safety.

Scope
The project includes the purchase and installation (including replace
ments) of raised reflective pavement markers at hazardous locations and
an evaluation of the effectiveness of the installation.
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D�lineation of Contractor Tasks
TD accomplish the contract objective, the contractor shall perform the
fo11 owing tasks:
Task A

-

Site Selection

Select two or three locations.within the State that are considered
hazardous and where improved roadway delineation may reduce the hazard.
Task B- Purchase and Installation
Purchase and install the markers at the locations selected in Task A.
For this study, marker spacing on curves and tangents may be varied
from normal delineation practices in order to provide a more visible
lane line.

Replace markers as deemed necessary during evaluation

period to maintain cDntinuity of the desired delineation.
Task C - Evaluation
The evaluation shall consist of a visual examination supplemented with
both day and night photographs or slides and/or 1 6mm color film.

It

will also include an evaluation of the costs, accident data before and
after (if significant ) , the ability to guide traffic and produce
public acceptance.

The evaluation period shall be for one year after

the installation is initially completed.
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Repo r t i ny Requ i r ements
1.

Quarterly l etter-type progress reports s hal l be submi tted to the
contract manager.

2.

The report s ha l l conta i n a s a m i n i mum :

a.

wo r k comp l eted

b.

ma jor probl ems

c.

s i g n i f i c a n t f { nd i ngs

A t the conc l u s i on o f the eva l u a t i on peri od i - a i i n a l report s h a l l
b e prepared .

Th i s report shal l be submi tted wi thi n 4 5 days o f the

compl e t i on of the eval uat i o n peri od .

The report s ha l l i ncl ude a s

a m i n i mum:
a.

A b r i e f descri p t i on and s k�tch of the i n stal l a t i on ( s ) .

b.

Sketch o r photograph o f the type of marker that \�as i n s ta l l ed .

c.

Cos t data o n the i n i ti a l i n s ta l l a t i o n a nd repl a cement .

d.

Comments on the method o f i n sta l l a ti o n , acci dent data ,
ma i ntenance pro b l ems , effecti veness o f markers and recommended
spac i n g .

Al l wor k u nder thi s task order s h a l l be completed b n o r before Dec . 31 , 1 978.
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